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ARNOLD C. NIELSEN
Has Maestro Myung-Whun Chung acted unethically?
- An analysis - 

I would like to share some of my thoughts relating to the Seoul Philharmonic's (SPO)
recent affair around the orchestra's former CEO Ms Hyunjung Park and the 
orchestra's Music Director Maestro Myung-Whun Chung1. This affair has been 
widely reported in Korean (and even in international) media since early December.  
Since then, the prevailing tone of the media coverage in Korea has shifted radically: 
in the beginning, the target of criticism was ex-CEO Ms Park, who had been 
confirmed of abusing the human rights of her employees; as to today (6 February 
2015), the local media is full of allegations that Maestro Chung would have acted 
unethically by “running the orchestra like a private institution” and even full of 
demands that he should resign and “apologize to the Korean people”. The ex-CEO's 
violation of human rights has totally retreated into the background of the public 
debate.
What is this all about and what has happened here? In this analysis, I wish to bring 
light into this affair, to analyze its mechanisms and to debunk a number of popular 
myths.

A word about myself might be in order: I am an European with long-time 
professional expertise in the field of international classical music business. 
Particularly through a great number of Korean friends and acquaintances I have been 
keenly following what is going on in Korea (with a special stress on the Korean 
classical music circuit which, though still underdeveloped in some aspects, has huge 
potential.)

It is my conviction that a view from outside, unaffected by personal interest, might 
contribute to reaching a deeper understanding about this peculiar affair. 
It is in this light that I have done this research. After painstakingly analyzing all 
sources available I have clearly come to the conclusion that Maestro Chung has 
become the victim of a smear campaign and that the media and even government 
authorities have, by and large, failed in their duty to throw light on this issue, instead 
presenting distorted and even false information to the Korean people.

1 This article is based on a number of sources, including the bulletin of the investigation carried out by the Seoul 
Metropolitan Government's Office of Inspection, Soohyun Paik's (manager at SPO) Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/soohyun.a.paik), numerous contributions in the Korean and the international media, 
conversations, etc.
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1. The background 

In order to provide a full picture, every research has to start with a recapitulation of 
how all started and how it developed into the present situation.
On 2 December 2014, a petition addressed by the majority of Seoul Philharmonic's 
staff (17 of 30 employees) to the Seoul City Mayor was distributed to the media.2 The
petition accused the then-CEO of the Seoul Philharmonic, Ms Hyunjung Park, of 
human rights abuse and appealed for her expulsion. In short, the petition accused Ms 
Park of sexually harrassing her female employees and sexually assaulting a male staff
3, of driving thirteen long-time employees into resignation, of poor professional 
performance4 5 and of violation of human dignity6 - in order to mention but a few of a 
number of accusations. An audio recording of Ms Park scolding employees and 
cursing the orchestra's renowned international cooperation partners7 was broadcasted 
on Korean TV channels.8

When confronted with these accusations, Ms Park initially refrained from 
commenting on them. After further evidence - such as the aforementioned audio 
recording – was provided, Ms Park justified her behavior by explaining that she had 
been “upset” since the orchestra would have been “in an abnormal state”, since its 
management would have consisted of dilettantes9 and since she could not anymore 
bear the alleged waste of taxpayers' money. Furthermore, she reproached Maestro 
Myung-Whun Chung for allegedly “running the orchestra like a private institution” 
and accused Maestro Myung-Whun Chung and the Seoul City Mayor of a conspiracy 

2 The handing of the petition to the media was preceded by months of silent diplomacy. The Seoul City Mayor 
received the petition on 14 October 2014 and informed ex-CEO Park of the accusations end of October. In turn, the 
Seoul City and the City Mayor confidentally urged Ms Park to quit. She promised to resign, but did not, which is 
why the petition was handed over to the media on 2 December. 

3 According to the petition, Ms Park – who used to compare her inauguration at the SPO with the birth of Jesus - had 
grabbed a male staff by the necktie, attempting to touch his genitals. Besides, she had told female employees that 
she would seat them next to „senile old guys“ during a fundraising event, suggesting a female employee that she 
would do a great job as a „bar girl“ and to another one that she would be perfectly suited for the job of a „madam“. 

4 To mention but an example: during Ms Park's term, the number of members within the orchestra's sponsor group 
(SPO Patrons) had dropped from 44 to 11 - within less than two years. (At the moment, the number of members is 
18.) 

5 Nor did Ms Park seem to have been at all knowledgeable about music. To provide an example, she had scolded her 
staffs for having programmed Igor Stravinsky's 'Rite of Spring' to be performed in Autumn. 

6 An example: Ms Park had, according to the petition, attacked her employees with the following words: „If the 
company suffers a loss, the loss will be reimbursed by making deductions from your paychecks. If you folks cannot 
pay it off, what can you do besides selling your organs?“

7 The international cooperation partners in question were high rank representatives of Askonas&Holt, one of the 
major classical music agencies worldwide.

8 These accusations were documented by Korean media as well as by international media including Slipped Disc, 
Musical America and Classicalite and by Korean English language newspapers such as Korea Times, Korea Herald 
and Korea Joongang Daily.

9 Even dilettantism would not justify the abuse of human rights, but there exists not even the slightest evidence that 
the SPO's employees would have been dilettantes – quite the contrary: Ms Park became the orchestra's CEO in 
February 2013, but the SPO has been highly successful ever since it was newly founded as an incorporated 
foundation (in 2005) and since Myung-Whun Chung was appointed its Music Director (in 2006). Its ticket sales 
have rocketed from 38,9% (from 2005, i.e. before Chung's appointment) to 92,8% (in 2014), it has signed a 
recording contract with Deutsche Grammophon (one of the world's élite classical music labels), one of the 
orchestra's CDs having been awarded with the International Classical Music Award. It has established a successful 
outreach programme and it has had highly successful concert tours in the most renowned concert halls in America 
and in Europe, being the first Korean orchestra of international renown. Would these successes have been possible 
with a management merely consisting of dilettantes...? 
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to oust her10. 
Since almost two months Ms Park has barnstormed the Korean media, in which her 
accusations have been prominently featured throughout.11

An investigation carried out by the Seoul Metropolitan Office of Human Rights has 
officially confirmed  the SPO's employees' accusations about Ms Park to be true. 
It has thus been confirmed that Ms Park has violated human rights. 
As for Ms Park's accusations against Maestro Chung, an investigation requested by 
the Seoul City Council and executed by the Seoul Metropolitan Office of Inspection 
has been undertaken. I will analyze the results of this investigation in the next chapter
of this research. 
It is very surprising that the results of the investigation regarding Maestro Chung 
have received wide press coverage while the results of the investigation about ex-
CEO Park's abuse of human rights have not met with even a small fraction of 
comparable interest in the media. The tone and 'target' of the public discussion has 
changed radically ever since Ms Park started attacking Maestro Chung. Partly, the 
discussion has even shifted into a debate about the appropriateness Myung-Whun 
Chung's fee and about his qualities as a conductor, to name but two examples. More 
about that later.

2. The accusations against Myung-Whun Chung – fact or fiction?

As for the investigation about Maestro Chung, its results could be read as confirming 
a few of Ms Park's claims – and so it clearly has been interpreted by most of the 
media. At the same time, though, one should note that at least one of Ms Park's 
claims has been proven an outright lie. 12 13 14 For some reason, almost all media 

10   Ms Park's conspiracy theory – which was taken at face value by wide parts of the Korean media - goes as follows:   
     the Seoul City Mayor, who is seen as one of the likely candidates to run for the next presidential election, supports a 
     dialogue with North Korea in order to attract a number of mainly left-wing voters. According to Ms Park, Myung-  
Whun-Chung is politically useful for the Seoul City Mayor since both support a cultural dialogue between South Korea 
and North Korea (Maestro Chung had invited members of the North-Korean Unhasu Orchestra to Paris to give a concert
with the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France in 2012). In Ms Park's interpretation this is why the Seoul City 
Mayor chose to oust her rather than Maestro Chung.
11 It might be in order to note that Ms Hyunjung Park started voicing her accusations about the orchestra's employees, 

Maestro Myung-Whung Chung and the Seoul City Mayor when she still was the orchestra's CEO (i.e. still on 
payroll) in early December 2014, almost a month before she resigned. Ms Park's resignation took place on 29 
December, only one day before the SPO's Board of Directors would have had to force her to resign, thus preventing 
a situation where she would not have received any pay-off. Despite her resignation, Ms Park continued to come to 
the SPO's office until 7 January – i.e. more than one week after her resignation.

12 Ms Park had accused Myun-Whun Chung's wife of demanding the SPO to pay the Maestro's hotel costs as long as 
their Korean property was being renovated. This allegation was proven a lie.

13 As for Ms Park's other accusations: even when they included grains of truth these were distorted by using them in a 
wrong context, by exaggerating them and by means of logical fallacies. (See the following pages for more details.)

14 The investigation carried out by the Seoul Metropolitan Government's Office of Inspection was not only about 
Maestro Chung, but also about ex-CEO Park and about the whole orchestra. Oddly, only the results related to 
Maestro Chung have been announced whereas the results related to ex-CEO Park and the whole orchestra have been
kept secret. (NB: This investigation is not to be confused with the aforementioned investigation related to ex-CEO 
Park's violation of human rights, which was undertaken by the Seoul Metropolitan Government's Office of Human 
Rights.)
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commentators have not mentioned this detail nor have they critically questioned Ms 
Park's way of argumentation. 

Now, when we look at the bulletin of the investigation, it is highly mistakable in 
itself, to say the least.15  This is not to claim that the investigation per se had been 
done incorrectly. However, since the facts had been presented without the proper 
context and even by using logical fallacies, one is being driven to wrong - even 
dramatically wrong -  conclusions. As for the media, it has – by and large - simply 
picked up a few emotionally stirring keywords and details and displaced them even 
more out of the context (rather than critically analyzing the investigation which 
would have been its duty.) This might, at least partly, explain some of the most 
bizarre conclusions like those made in this article16, which constitutes one of the 
many embarrassingly low points in this debate, giving the impression that Maestro 
Chung would have acted unethically or even committed a “crime” (as the journalist in
question hints at.)
The debate about the whole issue is like a textbook example of what absurd 
conclusions can be made when the context is being totally overlooked and when such
conclusions are not being questioned by means of logical thinking. 17 

My claim is that there is no evidence whatsoever that Maestro Chung would have 
acted unethically. 
Out of ex-CEO Park's numerous accusations against Mr Chung eight have been 
confirmed by the investigation – and these eight, when looked closely at, prove to be 
little more than hot air. Most of them are extremely far-fetched. That the Seoul 
Metropolitan Government's Office of Inspection announces such irrelevant and even 
nonsensical speculations as facts and interprets them as proof for Maestro Chung's 
alleged unethical behaviour, is dismaying. It's not only proof of the a lack of even the 
most rudimentary understanding of how the music business works but also proof of a 
lack of logical thinking. The protocol of the investigation is mistakable to such an 
extreme degree that an intent to mislead cannot be ruled out.
But let's look at it more closely:

– Maestro Chung was being reproached for having taken over a production at 
the Vienna State Opera because of which he had to postpone three concerts 
with the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra (concerts which weren't part of the 
orchestra's subscription series but took place at Korean music festivals such 
as the Tongyeong International Music Festival). This postponement was 
done in perfect agreement with the festivals' directors and it didn't harm 
anybody. At the Tongyeong International Music Festival, Maestro Chung 

15 I am relying here, among other sources, to an analysis of the investigation bulletin done by SPO's manager Soohyun 
Paik on her Facebook page:  https://www.facebook.com/soohyun.a.paik

16 http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2015/01/116_172427.html 
17 There is a theory which is worth of taking into consideration. Norman Lebrecht, one of the world's most famous 

investigative music journalists, has written: „Allies of the ousted chief executive of the Seoul Philharmonic are 
stirring up the Seoul media against the music director Myung Whun Chung. (…) It appears to be a witch hunt 
against the conductor, orchestrated by his exCEO.“ (http://slippedisc.com/2015/01/in-seoul-music-directors-
enemies-accuse-him-of-crimes/)  Later, I will come back to this theory in more detail.
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even gave an extra piano recital for children (for free, without fee) as a 
friendly gesture towards the organizer. 
Still, for the Seoul Metropolitan Government's investigators this 
postponement is a proof for 'unethical behaviour'. 
No comments.

– ex-CEO Park accused Maestro Chung of “nepotism”. She claimed that 
Maestro Chung had hired Ms Hyosoon Park, his son's former piano teacher,
to be a member of the orchestra's Artistic Administration Team as an expert
advisor for fund-raising.
Is this true and if yes, can this be called nepotism?
The only thing the investigation confirms about the ex-CEO's claim 
is a) that Ms Hyosoon Park had been Maestro Chung's son's piano teacher 
in the past and b) that she had indeed worked for the orchestra for a number 
of years (she was member of the orchestra's Artistic Administration Team 
as an expert advisor for fund-raising). But to take this as a proof for 
nepotism is a defamation. Firstly, it was not Maestro Chung who appointed 
Ms Hyosoon Park to this post – nor could it have been him, since it is only 
in the CEO's and not in the Music Director's power to make such hiring 
decisions. 18 19   
Was, then, at least the other criteria for nepotism – hiring an acquaintance 
or relative with lacking qualification and/or poor professional performance 
– met here? No, quite the contrary: it seems that Ms Hyosoon Park was very
much the right person for this job, considering the remarkable success of 
her work.20. 
Now, the investigation on ex-CEO Park has confirmed that she had hired 
several people who were not qualified to the positions they were appointed 
to. It is rather strange, if not dismaying, that the media condemns Maestro 
Chung (who has not even the power for such hiring decisions) but keeps 
silent about this evidence regarding Ms Park.21 
Double standards or amnesia...?

– ex-CEO Park accused Maestro Chung of ignoring a clause in his contract 

18 This simple fact has been overlooked in the heated media and public discussion. By definition, Maestro Chung's job 
is to take responsibility over all artistic matters. Every hiring, financial or other business decision is – without 
exception – within the CEO's responsibility. In other words, should any irregularities have been found in anything 
related to the Music Director's activities, it is the orchestra's CEO rather than the Music Director who should bear 
the responsibility. It is quite surprising that such a simple fact has been overlooked by the media. 

19 Even though Ms Hyosoon Park might have been suggested by Maestro Chung for this post, she was hired by the 
     orchestra's then-CEO, Mr Pal-Sung Lee. Now, suggesting – or even hiring - a certain person for a job with whom
     one has worked before cannot be called unethical per se. In any sector, including classical music, it is not 
     unusual to work with people whom one knows from before. Calling this „nepotism“ is a manipulative conclusion.
20 Ms Hyosoon Park, who was dismissed by ex-CEO Ms Hyunjung Park, collected 3,6 million dollars for the SPO in 

her function as an fundraising advisor – a remarkable achievement especially when compared with the rather 
miserable development during the term of Ms Hyunjung Park as the orchestra's CEO: during ex-CEO Park's term 
the orchestra's budget was considerably cut and the number of members within the orchestra's sponsor group, SPO 
Patrons, dropped from 44 to 11, in less than two years. (At the moment, the number of members of SPO Patrons is 
18.) 

21 Even higher standards should be have applied to Ms Park because of her position as a CEO. Maestro Chung was 
responsible only for the artistic questions and thus subordinate to Ms Park in all details related to management, 
contracts, hiring staff, etc..
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which forbade him any further musical activities in Korea unless permitted 
by herself.
What was this about? Again, it is crucial to know and understand at least 
some of the context - otherwise, the conclusions drawn from it can be 
grotesquely distorted.
This issue was about a solo piano recital held by Myung-Whun Chung (who
is, besides a conductor, an accomplished concert pianist and as such a 
former Tchaikovsky competition prize winner). Ms Park claimed that this 
recital constituted a violation of Chung's contract since he had allegedly not 
asked her for permission about giving the recital. Ms Park's claim was 
seemingly confirmed by the investigation which led to an outcry about 
Maestro Chung in the media.
Now, one would like to ask whether such a clause, which came into being 
only after it was required by Ms Park, should really have a place in Maestro
Chung's contract. If we compare such a clause with the world-wide 
standards, it makes a – mildly saying – bizarre impression.22 23

This principal issue aside, the incident in question turns out to be nothing 
but hot air and a defamation. It has been reported that what really happened 
was the following: Maestro Chung indeed asked ex-CEO Park for a 
permission for giving the recital, Ms Park gave her permission in written 
form but refused to give him a copy. According to witnesses, Ms Park's 
claim in the media that Maestro Chung had never asked her for a 
permission is an outright lie.

– The investigators call it unethical that Maestro Chung had had musical 
activities outside the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra as a pianist and that the 
income from this piano recital flew into the coffers of Chung's foundation 
'The Miracle of Music'. This has caused no financial harm to the city nor to 
the orchestra. Why should Maestro Chung be reproached for having 
musical activities outside the orchestra?

– Maestro Chung was reproached because of an alleged misuse of flight 
tickets: i.e. two flight tickets intended to be used by Maestro Chung's 
manager had instead been used by Maestro Chung's son and his daughter-
in-law. (The majority of the media has neither listed the correct amount of 
the flight tickets nor when the incident happened nor its circumstances, thus
giving an exaggerated and false impression of the whole incident. More of 
this below. Partly, the investigation report is to be blamed for omitting the 
context.)

22 Let's compare this regulation with, for instance, Daniel Barenboim's conditions in Berlin. Mr Barenboim, who – 
similarly to Maestro Chung – is equally accomplished as conductor and as pianist, gives regularly concerts with the 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra both as conductor and as soloist even though he is (since 1992) General Music Director 
of the Berlin State Opera and though he was named Principal Conductor for Life in 2000 by the orchestra of the Berlin 
State Opera. Everyone alleging that “Maestro Chung has too much power in Korea” would be well advised to note that 
Mr Chung, who became the SPO's Music Director in 2006, has always only had three-year contracts (compare this with 
Barenboim's lifelong appointment) and that he has not conducted any other Korean orchestras during his tenure at the 
SPO. (This is, mind you, not a judgement about Mr Barenboim or about the cultural policies in Berlin but a judgement 
about the – often hysterical – media coverage of this case in Korea.) 
23 Such a clause in Myung-Whun Chung's contract reminds one of conditions in the times of feudal society.
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So, what about this incident? Was it unethical behavior or even a “crime”, 
as a journalist hinted at? 24 No, it wasn't. Why?
Again, we need to get hold of the context:
this incident took place already in 2009. The then-CEO, Mr Jooho Kim, had
given his approval of two flight tickets to be used by Myung-Chung's 
manager, the latter also sending an invoice of the flights to the orchestra. 
Upon receiving the invoice, CEO Kim ordered the orchestra to pay these 
tickets, which was also done. However, since Chung's manager fell ill, he 
couldn't use these tickets; instead, these were used by Chung's son and his 
daughter-in-law.
Now, juridically seen, Maestro Chung has certainly not committed a 
“crime”. Nor has he breached any agreement. Remains the ethical side. It 
was a minor mistake but nothing more and it is very likely that Maestro 
Chung did not even know about this incident himself 25 26.
This whole incident has been dramatically exaggerated and sensationalized 
by the media – journalists urging Maestro Chung to apologize to the Korean
people27 or claiming that he had “cheated”28 the orchestra or even 
speculating about a “crime”.
The most dismaying thing about the media coverage (and the investigator's 
bulletin) is the fact that this flight ticket incident took place six years ago 
and was already widely discussed and written about in the Korean media 
four years ago. And Chung's contract was even changed that same year 
(2011) - as a reaction to that incident - as regard to the use of flight tickets. 
How is it possible that this issue is now being 'warmed up' as it was 
something new and as if the case had not been concluded long time ago?
Furthermore, it is rather strange that the Seoul Metropolitan Government 
has now demanded Maestro Chung to remunerate the costs equivalent of 
the flight tickets. Firstly: these were flight tickets from 2009, this issue 
being already widely discussed in public in 2011. Why does the Seoul 
Metropolitan Government ask Mr Chung to remunerate the money but 
now? Is this acceptable? Why didn't they make such a demand four years 
ago instead of merely amending Chung's contract (and thus, as one would 

24 http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2015/01/116_172427.html
25 Again, we need to keep in mind that an orchestra's Music Director, especially when he is internationally in such high

demand as Maestro Chung, can't possibly have all the information about the orchestra's bookkeeping nor is it part of 
his responsibility. The responsibility is borne by the orchestra's management and especially by its CEO. It is very 
odd that the media overlooks this simple fact. 

26 A commentator named „Nick“ has a point here: „Myung Whun Chung has made a great deal of money in his 
career. Anyone who seriously believes he would even remotely consider fiddling expenses just once to claim just one
pair of tickets in just one year of his multi-year tenure must be excessively naive in my view.“ (quoted after: 
http://slippedisc.com/2015/01/in-seoul-music-directors-enemies-accuse-him-of-crimes/#comments) 
It might also be worth to note that when Maestro Chung was awarded with the 1997 Samsung-founded Hoam Prize, 
the most highly prized arts Korean award, he donated it all to the Korean Red Cross to alleviate the starvation in 
North Korea.

27 This very widespread demand can be found here, for instance: http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?
ud=20150127000524

28 In the words of journalist Rudolph Tang, a China-based journalist whose sources (according to his blog) seem to 
have merely been a few flawed articles from English-language Korean newspapers: 
http://www.musicalamerica.com/news/?categoryid=2&start=19  and http://www.gramophone.com.cn/?p=2467 
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think, concluding the case? 29

Second: by all appearances, the use of the aforementioned two flight tickets 
by Maestro Chung's relatives has not even caused the orchestra (or the 
taxpayer) any financial harm, since the budget had already been reserved 
for those tickets.
Is it really acceptable that Maestro Chung is being reproached again and 
again because of such a minor mishap (which was, most probably, not even 
his fault) and which proves to be merely hot air when looked at closely? 

– The investigators criticized Chung because of the Seoul Philharmonic's 
participation in the pan-Asian Asian Philharmonic Orchestra (formed from 
members of different Asian orchestras) which has been conducted by 
Maestro Chung. The investigators called it unethical that some members of 
the Seoul Philharmonic were chosen to participate while others were not. 
Why should Chung be reproached because of such a matter? 

– The investigators complained that a musician had been dismissed in an 
audition although he had been positively evaluated by the audition 
committee. However, this unfortunate incident had been a mistake by an 
employee. The Music Director can't be hold responsible for every matter.

– The investigators criticize Chung's contract and claim that it leaves lot to be
desired. Now, to criticize Chung because of his contract feels kafkaesque – 
after all, the contract was negotiated by the Seoul City and by the 
orchestra's CEO.

These eight matters were all the issues or irregularities the investigators found – after 
checking the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra's complete bookkeeping of the last ten 
years. One of them could be called an inconsistency or a mishap rather than anything 
else, the other seven are irrelevant and extremely far-fetched, to say the least.
Such a result from the course of ten years seems like a particular good one for any 
organization, especially considering that South Korea is not exactly famous for being 
a model country of transparency30.
As for Ms Park's other claims, these were proven lies (such as the hotel issue - see 
footnote 11) or they are so downright absurd that they should not even be worth of a 
comment. But since parts of the media have taken them at face value they must be 
discussed, too: for instance, Ms Park claimed that the fact that the Seoul 
Philharmonic Orchestra's foreign tour in 2014 was organized by Askonas&Holt (one 
of the world's most respected classical music agencies), had been a case of nepotism 
considering that Maestro Chung is an Askonas&Holt artist. Ms Park peppered her 
arguments with false allegations about the fee Askonas&Holt had received for 

29 One wonders whether the Seoul Metropolitan Government will perhaps wish to warm up this issue every 3 years? 
(After all, Chung's contract always runs for three years, so, this issue could be used as a means of coercion when re-
negotiating the contract.) Or perhaps, to put it ironically, they will – in three years - even come up with the idea of 
charging interest? Creativity knows no limits.

30 To name but an example, in the Corruptions Perceptions Index 2014 by Transparency International, Korea ranks as 
number 43 (for sake of comparison: Japan ranks as number 15, Hongkong number 17 and Bhutan number 30.) In his
2004 book about Korea, British journalist and Seoul honorary citizen Michael Breen calls corruption „the Korean 
disease“. 
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organizing the tour.

If seen in a broader context, the whole discussion about Maestro Chung's alleged 
“unethical behaviour” can well be called ludicrous. There certainly exist myriads of 
cases of abuse of power and of inequality in today's Korea, but this one clearly isn't 
such a case: there doesn't exist the slightest evidence that Maestro Chung would have 
“run the orchestra like a private institution” or that he would have abused his power 
(as the ex-CEO Ms Park claims and as the investigation bulletin and the majority of 
the media hint at).

A word about the media coverage might be in order. Media shapes the public opinion
in a powerful way even up to affecting political decision-making. Therefore, it has an
ethical responsibility which can be defined as follows: to separate rumour from truth 
in order to enable citizens to make their own judgment; “to help strengthen and 
support democratic processes, (…) to act as a government watchdog”. (Wikipedia) 
Has the Korean media fulfilled this duty? The answer is clearly: no. The coverage of 
this issue gives a bleak picture of Korean journalism standards: the Korean media has
totally failed to analyze and to interpret the protocol of the investigation about 
Myung-Whun Chung in a critical and balanced way. The headlines and the overall 
tone of a majority of press articles and other media reports have been agitated, 
sensational and biased since they have been dramatically highlighting certain details 
while being silent about others, putting several things in a wrong context and even 
making false claims.31

The media coverage of this issue confirms journalist Michael Breen's critical 
assessment of Korean media: “The local media can be extremely misleading as a 
source of information. They generally do not see their role as a check on government 
and business, with the results that government intentions are frequently reported as 
facts. A huge proportion of news stories, when you follow them up, turn out to be 
speculation, trial balloons, rumour and deliberate distortion. (…) As one foreign 
journalist put it, 'You need a high-level bullshit indicator to figure out what's going 
on.'”32

The Seoul Philharmonic's ex-CEO Ms Park, who comes from a politically powerful 
family33 and who has been barnstorming the Korean media circuit continuously ever 

31 An example for a false claim is the claim that Maestro Chung would conduct only 2 months a year in Seoul, as 
alleged by journalist Do Je-Hae: http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/culture/2015/02/143_172816.html

      The correct figure is: almost four months.
32 Michael Breen, honorary citizen of Seoul, is a British journalist, author and consultant. He was the long-time Korea 

correspondent of The Guardian, The Washington Times, The Times and of other newspapers. The quote is from: 
Michael Breen, The Koreans: who they are, what they want, where their future lies. New York, 2004, pages 3-4.

33 Ms Park's uncle Jong-in Kim is a prominent politican of South Korea's ruling right-wing Saenuri Party (Mr Kim 
used to be the chief of economy of the 'Blue House' and the chairman of the Saenuri Party's 'Committee to Promote 
People's Happiness'). Ms Park's father Bong-whan Park was part of the old nomenclatura (of whom many have 
remained in high positions even more than two decades after the end of the military dictatorship). He was an 
economy advisor of military dictator Doo-Whan Chun, Minister of Energy in Tae-Woo Roh's government and the 
Chairman of Securities Supervisory Board. (Military Dictator Chun suppressed the Gwanju uprising in 1980 during 
which thousands of civilians were massacred; Taewoo Roh, a former military general and later President, was 
complicit in the Gwanju massacre. Both Chun and Roh were later convincted of treason, corruption and mutiny; 
originally, Chun was sentenced to death and Roh was sentenced to more than 20 years yail, but both were later 
pardoned by president Youngsam Kim). 
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since she had been accused of human rights abuse, has obviously been highly 
successful in manipulating the media and the public opinion with her campaign that 
has appealed to base emotions with a few slogans repeated over and over again. It is 
unacceptable that the Korean media has forgotten the – already confirmed - abuse of 
human rights committed by ex-CEO Park and instead started to persecute Maestro 
Chung because of a totally hypothetical misuse of two flight tickets and because of 
other issues which are even more far-fetched. It is frightening that the media has so 
readily jumped into Ms Park's bandwagon without questioning her motives and 
without double-checking the facts. Ex-CEO Park's bullying, abuse of power and 
violation of human rights has been confirmed, but this doesn't stop the media of 
willingly adopting her arguments, making Maestro Chung the sole target of the 
outrage. 

Partly, the bulletin of the Seoul Metropolitan Government's Office of Inspection is to 
be blamed. Its exaggerations, its arbitrariness and its utterly mistakable formulations 
make it an extremely questionable document.
A further impediment for a comprehensive examination of what has been happening 
has been the apparent passiveness of the SPO's Board of Directors. The board has 
refrained from publicly commented the events and it has acted very slowly in this 
matter, if at all. For instance - to name but an example – the board didn't prohibit ex-
CEO Park for attending the office even after her resignation (which was long time 
after she had – while being still on payroll - started to campaign against the Seoul 
Philharmonic Orchestra and against Maestro Chung.) 34 35

A view from outside might be sometimes helpful in order to separate facts from 
fiction, especially when the discussion has started to get such almost delusional 
symptoms as has been the case here. 
Therefore, I will close this chapter with a quote from British journalist Norman 
Lebrecht, one of the world's foremost investigative classical music journalists and an 
author of highly critical books about the abuse of power in classical music 
institutions36. On his website Slipped Disc, which is one of the world's most-read 
cultural websites37, Mr Lebrecht has been closely following the incidents around the 
Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra, ex-CEO Park and Maestro Chung. The message of Mr
Lebrecht's blogpost from 26 February is clear enough, even if formulated cautiously: 
“In Seoul, music director's enemies accuse him of crimes. Allies of the ousted chief 
executive of the Seoul Philharmonic are stirring up the Seoul media against the 
music director Myung-Whun Chung. Chung is being accused of using official plane 
seats for his family (….) and has been ordered to pay back $12,000. This sounds 

34 See footnote 10 for more details.
35 One wonders whether not only the media but also the orchestra's board had been influenced by Ms Park. 
36 Lebrecht's books such as The Maestro Myth (1991), Who Killed Classical Music?: maestros, managers and 

corporate politics (1996) and Maestros, Masterpieces and Madness: The Secret Life and Shameful Death of the 
Classical Record Industry (2007) were path-breaking in the field of investigative classical music journalism and 
have been translated into 14 languages. Besides, Lebrecht has been a columnist for The Daily Telegraph and The 
Standpoint and an assistant editor of the Evening Standard. He also works as a presenter for BBC Radio 3, runs the 
'Slipped Disc' blog and has lectured on major cultural institutions and universities around the world.

37 www.slippedisc.com  has a worldwide readership of more than one million visitors a month.
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more like a mishap than a crime but sections of the press are claiming he could go to 
jail. It appears to be a witch hunt against the conductor, orchestrated by his 
exCEO.”38

3. Does Korea 'need' Myung-Whun Chung?

The public discussion and media coverage has, as already mentioned, branched into a
rather unforeseen direction. While it started as a discussion about the human rights 
abuse committed by ex-CEO Ms Park, it has become a debate about Myung-Whun 
Chung: firstly, about his alleged 'ethical misbehavior' (an issue to which I hope to 
have shed light in the previous chapter); second, about the question on whether 
Myung-Whun Chung's fee has been appropriate; third, whether he is the right person 
to lead the Seoul Philharmonic musically. Some journalists have claimed that his fee 
would be too high and that he should and could be replaced by another, “less 
expensive” and preferably “even more famous” maestro.39

Let's look at this closely. Firstly, what is Maestro Chung's significance as a conductor
and his “status” in the international world of classical music?

38 http://slippedisc.com/2015/01/in-seoul-music-directors-enemies-accuse-him-of-crimes/ 
      Please see also: http://slippedisc.com/2015/02/coming-up-a-hatchet-job-on-a-music-director/ 
      and http://slippedisc.com/2015/02/media-declares-war-on-maestro/ 
39 An good example for this kind of argumentation is the following article by Ms Do Je-Hae: 

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/culture/2015/02/143_172816.html  
 It is full of factual errors and contradictions. The author complains that Chung would work annually only 2 months 

with the orchestra, while the correct figure is ca. 4 months. The author gets wrong about Chung's fee; she claims that
the orchestra's programming would be very conservative, which it isn't: the orchestra has launched a pathbreaking 
contemporary music series, performing – as the Los Angeles Times' critic Mark Swed has noted - arguably more 
modern music than any other Asian orchestra (see also footnote 41). 

      She complains that Maestro Chung would be „an impediment to its [the orchestra's] sustainable growth” but without
stating why. She complains about Chung's alleged „haughty attitude“ and accuses him of not attending a Seoul City 
Council hearing about the SPO's administrative affairs (but isn't it rather the task of the orchestra's CEO than the 
Music Director's to take care of administrative affairs?) She urges the orchestra to find a younger conductor whose 
fee would be „more reasonable“ but contradicts herself by suggesting the orchestra to find a „superstar conductor“ 
by which she haphazardly suggests such elderly maestros as Riccardo Muti, André Previn, Vladimir Ashkenazy and 
Charles Dutoit, all of whom are considerably older than Chung and whose fees are rather unlikely to be 'more 
reasonable'.  Ms Do fails totally to explain why these four names. She wrongly claims that Chung earns $1,5 million
a year in Seoul and that  „only superstar conductors like Riccardo Muti (…)  get paid that much“. Wrong: Chung 
earns $1,0 million a year; Riccardo Muti earns ca. $2,17 (as to 2011) as Music Director in Chicago. Also, Ms Do 
fails to explain why Chung shouldn't fall into the category of „superstar conductor“ (about the issue of fees see page 
13 and especially footnotes 43-45.)

      The author also suggests that the SPO should adopt „a system of rotating musical leadership among a pool of 
several young and seasoned conductors of global stature“ but fails to say what she means by this and to what extent 
such an unusual solution would do any good for the Seoul Philharmonic. (In fact, it is difficult to think of any more 
far-fetched and more questionable solution for the Seoul Philharmonic in its present state.) And these are only a few 
of the errors and oddities of this article, which, with its confusedly polemic and self-opinionated mixture of errors 
and half-truths is, sadly, not an isolated case. The way how, during this debate, a great deal of the Korean media has 
assessed Maestro Chung's 'status' as a conductor is grotesquely distorted, revealing an almost schizophrenic mixture 
of inferiority complex (of the type of: „a Korean conductor – such as Chung – can never be as good as a foreign 
maestro“) and of megalomania (of the type of: „if Chung resigns it would be no problem to get a foreign star 
maestro on the spot“). This kind of 'journalism' reveals a total lack of knowledge about the mechanisms of the 
international classical music business.
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Chung is – besides Seiji Ozawa – undoubtedly the most well-known Asian conductor 
of all time. It is also beyond doubt that Maestro Chung belongs to the absolute élite of
conductors worldwide. As a guest conductor, he works with virtually every major 
international orchestra; he has been an exclusive Deutsche Grammophon artist since 
1990. He has been Music Director of the Opéra de Paris-Bastille and of the Orchestre
Philharmonique de Radio France, among others, and in 2012/13 he became the first 
conductor to hold the post of the Principal Guest Conductor at the Staatskapelle 
Dresden. Due to his relentless pursuit of artistic perfectionism, Maestro Chung might 
not be as much in the media limelight as many of today's 'jet-set' conductors. Indeed, 
he might be compared with such legendary maestri as Carlos Kleiber or Claudio 
Abbado40 insofar as he places quality over quantity and media buzz.41 For every 
serious music lover Maestro Chung is a legend; his concerts are spectacular and his 
recordings for Deutsche Grammophon, of whose many have been awarded with 
major record awards, are part of every serious record collection. 

Now, what has Maestro Chung achieved with the Seoul Philharmonic? 
Firstly, it must be noted that -  contrary to many wrong rumours in the media - Chung
conducts ca. 4 months a year in Seoul, which is above the average. And his fee is 
relatively modest (more of that below). His commitment to the Seoul Philharmonic 
could be called a considerable sacrifice of time and energy for a cause from which he 
doesn't benefit careerwise. Quite to the contrary: during these 4 months, Chung could 
take up luxurious guest conductor appointments in the world's greatest music 
metropolises or take up another, incomparably more prestigious Music Director 
position anywhere in the world. 
One should not forget that South Korea is rather nonexistent in the public perception 
of the circuit of the international music business. A number of individuals, many of 
whom live abroad, have worldwide renown - including excellent instrumentalists and 
singers, a star conductor (Myung-Whun Chung) and a composer (the Seoul 
Philharmonic's Composer-in-Residence Unsuk Chin.) However, the Korean musical 
circuit in general and its institutions have a backward reputation, if any. Some of the 
world's top agencies refuse even to negotiate concerts in Korea. While a number of 
Japanese orchestras have longstanding traditions and while they are known abroad, 
Korean orchestras have been suffering from institutional instabilities42, 
mismanagement and artistic mediocrity. 
Maestro Chung's achievements with the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra cannot thus be
overestimated. During his tenure, the orchestra has transformed from a dysfunctional 
and mediocre province orchestra into a world-class formation.43 It has signed a 10-

40 Indeed, a Viennese critic – in his review about a production at the Vienna State Opera - recently compared Maestro 
Chung with Claudio Abbado. http://derstandard.at/2000009270223/Ersatz-der-Extraklasse-La-Traviata  

41 Maestro Chung's career might also have been affected by him being of Asian heritage, the classical music business 
still being strongly dominated by Europeans and Americans. This is simply to suggest that had Mr Chung been born 
a German he might be even much more famous. 

42 The institutional instabilities of Korean orchestras have sometimes led to tragicomical situations such as this one: 
http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=2943161&fb_source=message

43 In 2005, before Chung's appointment, the orchestra gave only 17 concerts. „(...) many concerts were attended mostly
by patrons holding free, invitational tickets. In other words, SPO was only able to pack the house when they 
expressly requested attendance and gave the tickets away.“ Only 34% of the audience in 2004 „was comprised of 
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CD contract with Deutsche Grammophon, given highly lauded concert tours in the 
world's major concert venues and festivals (including the BBC Proms) and it has 
launched an innovative series of contemporary series. 44 The orchestra has been very 
active in the field of education and outreach concerts.45 Ticket sales have rocketed 
from 38,9% in 2005 (before Chung's appointment) to 92,8% in 2014; the orchestra's 
recordings are bestsellers in Korea. This success story could almost be called a 
miracle and it gives an impressive picture about Maestro Chung's commitment to the 
orchestra. 

Now, what about Maestro Chung's fee which has been such an issue in the heated 
public debate? While conductor fees worldwide are often kept confidential, seen 
solely as a matter between contractual partners46 47, Maestro Chung's fee will be 
named here since lots of wrong information has circulated both about his fee and 
about the amount of time he spends with the SPO. Mr Chung's fixed annual salary is 
230000 $. Adding to that his concert fees with the Seoul Philharmonic which he earns
during his annual 4-months stay in Korea, his total annual fee amounts to ca. 1 
million $.
This is a rather modest top conductor fee, especially considering

– Maestro Chung's worldwide status as a conductor
– His great commitment to the Seoul Philharmonic, an internationally little 

paid-for ticket holders“. (quoted after: Park, H. and Schmitt, B.: Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra. Columbia Case 
Works, Columbia Business School, 2008. http://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/rtfiles//Seoul%20Philharmonic.pdf) 

44 In the words of Los Angeles Times' critic Mark Swed „(...) the Seoul Philharmonic has the reputation for 
championing more new music than any other major Asian Orchestra.“ 
(http://articles.latimes.com/2012/apr/21/entertainment/la-et-seoul-philharmonic-review-20120421)

     The Seoul Philharmonic has, during the tenure of Maestro Chung, given the Korean premieres of at least 170 works, 
ranging from works by modern classics such as Anton von Webern, Igor Stravinsky and Olivier Messiaen up to the 
music of today – most of them in the orchestra's contemporary music series, which is being overseen by the SPO's 
Composer-in-Residence Unsuk Chin. For this very series, the SPO has commissioned and co-commissioned a 
number of works, including orchestral works from major international composers such as Tristan Murail, Peter 
Eötvös and Pascal Dusapin. The well-known German music publication neue musikzeitung (nmz) published an 
extensive article about the orchestra's contemporary music programming, praising it in high tones and stating that 
“such a series is unique in Asia.” (http://www.nmz.de/artikel/das-seoul-philharmonic-orchestra-erfindet-sich-neu) 

45 The number of the orchestra's outreach concerts was significantly cut down by ex-CEO Park, who had – according 
to the petition – called outreach concerts „shabby“.

46 To name but an example: Maestro Riccardo Chailly refused to become Music Director of the Valencia Opera in 
2009 when the sum of his designated fee (ca. $1,93 million per annum) was leaked to the media: 
(http://www.bild.de/regional/leipzig/gewandhaus/rechnungshof-ruegt-gewandhaus-26393252.bild.html)

      Especially in European countries, despite their welfare tradition, there is great secrecy about Music Director fees. 
      As for American orchestras, there exist more information (see for instance: 

http://graphics.latimes.com/towergraphic-high-earning-conductors/) 
     Whether a Music Director's fee should be openly publiced or not, is a controversial subject beyond the scope of this 

study. What is clear, though: it is unacceptable that the media spreads wrong rumours about a Music Director's fee 
and the amount of the time he spends with an orchestra. And exactly this has happened in the Korean debate about 
Maestro Chung.

47 Despite the common secrecy regarding conductor fees, it is known for instance that Lorin Maazel used to earn $3,8 
million per annum as Chief Conductor of the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, spending there three months a 
year. In 2011, Riccardo Muti earned $2,17 million in Chicago; Michael Tilson Thomas $2,03 million in San 
Francisco ($2,41 in the previous year) and Christoph Eschenbach $1,93 million in Washington, to mention but a few
recent examples. In order to understand the context it is also necessary to consider the time a conductor spends with 
the orchestra a year. The 4 months (not 2 months, as was wrongly claimed by some journalists – see footnote 38) 
which Chung spends in Seoul is above the average time music directors usually spend with their orchestra, thus 
being a further proof for Chung's considerable commitment for the Seoul Philharmonic.
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known and still very young orchestra, with whom he works and gives concerts 
during even 4 months each year 

– that Mr Chung's worldwide career could potentially suffer from this long 
period of absence from the global music circuit

If Chung were to resign, who were to replace him? In order to answer that question 
one should at least possess of a rudimentary knowledge about the worldwide music 
business – and this is what many of this debate's commentators and participants 
obviously lack. Firstly, most international conductors and agencies plan years in 
ahead. (The Berlin Philharmonic, for instance, will announce their new Chief 
Conductor, effective from 2018/19 onwards, this Spring – three and a half years in 
advance - and the decision-making process started already years ago. That means that
even with of the world's most attractive and most famous orchestras the process of 
finding a new Music Director takes 5-6 years!) 
If Chung is - because of the hostility he has received from Korean media and also 
partly from representatives of governmental organs – being driven to a resignation, 
whom could he be replaced with on the spot? 
Some of the commentators see the situation with extremely rose-coloured glasses. 
Different from what they think, the Seoul Philharmonic won't certainly get a Muti, a 
Dutoit, a Barenboim, a Rattle, a Nezet-Seguin as a replacement. The thought alone is 
involuntarily comical and absurd. The reality is that internationally famous foreign 
maestros wouldn't sign with a Korean orchestra even if they would be contacted the 
double time in advance than usual. Even a hiring of a “C-list celebrity conductor” at 
this short notice would be very unlikely indeed. And no one international conductor 
in their right mind would consider taking the post after having heard about the 
bizarre, nasty and destructive debate regarding Maestro Chung's professional 
abilities, his fee and his qualities as a human being. 

The Korean media and the public opinion have demanded an extremely strict ethical 
code from Maestro Chung. The same ethical/moral code should be demanded from a 
potential successor of Chung (and this would lead to situation where no successor 
could be appointed since no potential candidate would be likely to pass such a strict 
examination.)48

One should also be aware that the Seoul Philharmonic would suffer financially if 
Maestro Chung were to resign. Most sponsorship donations are contingent on Mr 
Chung being the Music Director. If he would resign and the Seoul Philharmonic 
would have to find an immediate successor, it would very likely be a conductor from 
the category of 'D-list celebrity conductor', which would lead not only to an 
inevitable and dramatic artistic decline but also to a collapse of funding. This aspect 
ought to be considered by anyone ranting about Maestro Chung's allegedly 
unreasonable fee.

Maestro Chung's dedication to the Seoul Philharmonic must have been motivated by 

48 A lot of hypocrisy has been going on here. If the strict standards applied to Maestro Chung would be generally 
applied in Korea, the whole society would come to an immediate standstill.
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a marked sense of duty towards his native country, reflecting a deep wish to raise the 
standards of music-making in Korea. The City of Seoul ought to recognize that they 
have been extremely lucky indeed: they have got a dedicated “A-list celebrity 
conductor” for a modest fee. It should be their duty to create conditions attractive 
enough to persuade Mr Chung to stay and they should try their best to limit the 
damage caused by the smear campaign against Chung which has, as it seems, been 
directed by the orchestra's politically well-connected ex-CEO as a part of her 
personal vendetta. 
It is rather shocking that the public opinion and the media have let themselves be 
manipulated by an abusive ex-CEO. Psychologically, the success of a such a witch-
hunt might perhaps be explained – but not excused – as a surge of emotions such as 
envy and even xenophobia: Chung, an American citizen born in Korea, moved to the 
United States when he was a teenager and has lived abroad ever since then. (History 
seems to repeat itself: such great musicians as Schubert, Bartók, Janacek or 
Szymanowski – to name a few – were treated very unfairly in their native countries.)

If Chung resigns, it would be no big deal for him. If he wishes to, he will get another 
– much more prestigious job – at one of the world's top orchestras. Of course it is also
possible that Chung would prefer not to take up a music director post (there have 
been conductors of similar stature who used to prefer a mere guest-conducting career 
to permanent positions, conductors such as the legendary Carlos Kleiber whose last 
permanent post was in 1973, 25 years before the end of his career.) Be that as it may, 
Chung's flourishing international guest conducting career will certainly continue or 
even grow.
The loss would be Korea's, not Chung's. The renewal of the Seoul Philharmonic 
during Chung's tenure and the orchestra's sensational progress - a hitherto unheard-of 
achievement in Korea - is crucial not only for the citizens' cultural wellbeing, but also
a pride for the city and the whole country and thus crucial for the country's cultural 
status abroad. This is Myung-Whun Chung's merit. As I think I have already made 
clear, Mr Chung is irreplaceable as a conductor and as a figurehead - both for the 
Seoul Philharmonic 49 in particular and for Korea in general. 
A resignation of Maestro Chung under the present scandalous circumstances would 
be an absolute disaster for South Korea's classical music scene and a disgrace for the 
whole country.  Much is at stake here and it is unacceptable that a luminary like Mr 
Chung is being sacrificed because of small-minded political horse-trading and 
muckracking50 and because of an abusive ex-CEO's vendetta. 

49 After the orchestra's re-launching as an incorporated foundation in 2005 (when Myung-Whun Chung was appointed 
Music Director), 40% of the orchestra's musicians were replaced in two auditions. The Seoul Philharmonic is thus a 
young orchestra, young also in terms of the average age of its musicians, and it will need both stability and a Music 
Director of Chung's stature for years ahead in order to grow and to stabilize its position as an orchestra of 
international significance. As I have already explained, there is no one around even nearly of Chung's stature who 
could replace him as a Music Director of the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra. All speculations to the contrary are 
pointless and utopian. 

50 Ever since Maestro Chung was appointed Music Director of the Seoul Philharmonic he was caught between two 
stools. Being appointed by the Seoul City's then-mayor Myung-Bak Lee, a right-wing politician who later became 
South Korea's president, Chung was ridiculed and condemned as „Myung-Bak Lee's poodle“ by parts of the left-
wing. At present, the Seoul City Mayor is Wonsoon Park, a left-center politician, former human rights activist and 
potential future presidential candidate, and Mr Chung is receiving a very harsh treatment by the majority of the 
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The Korean people have been misled by the SPO's ex-CEO, by wide parts of the 
media and also by those government officials in charge of the investigation about 
Maestro Chung. The Korean people deserve better.

     - generally right-wing - Korean mainstream press which has been amazingly oblivious about ex-CEO Park's human 
right abuse. Is it a coincidence that the ex-CEO comes from a politically powerful family strongly linked with the 
(also right-wing) Saenuri Party, which rules nationwide?

     As for the Mayor of the Seoul City, Mr Wonsoon Park, it might also be in order to note that the Seoul Metropolitan 
Council has exerted pressure on him in the issue about SPO and Maestro Chung: it was the Seoul Metropolitan 
Council which demanded the Seoul Metropolitan Government to carry out the investigation about Maestro Chung. 
Though the Seoul City Mayor belongs to the same party (NPAD) as most of the members of the Seoul Metropolitan 
Council, he has not received the unanimous support of his fellow party members in a number of matters. (Mr 
Wonsoon Park was elected Mayor as an independent candidate in 2011; he entered the NPAD's predecessor party 
DUP only in 2012.)
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